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In this report we consider the elaboration of dye-doped POLIPHEM [1] 

(POlymer Liquid-crystal Polymer Holograms Electrically Manageable) holo-
graphic material for the creation of distributed-feedback laser. The manufac-
turing of electrically switchable holograms was performed by the process of 
photopolymerization and subsequent induced phase separation from an initial-
ly homogenous pre-polymer-liquid crystal mixture in the interference pattern 
of UV radiation. Stable gratings consist from the alternating planes of polymer 
network and regions of almost pure liquid-crystal regions filling the whole vo-
lume between the polymer walls without droplets formation. In POLIPHEM 
gratings, nematic liquid crystal molecules located between the polymer stripes 
are well aligned normal to the polymer-liquid crystal interface planes. Under 
the application of an external voltage, a strong variation of the refraction index 
modulation occurs due to the reorientation of the LC molecules [2]. Theoreti-
cal analysis of the second-order Bragg diffraction was performed in a view of 
exploitation larger grating periods which are more convenient for the holo-
graphic recording [3, 4]. The important result is the determination of the re-
quired conditions for DFB laser creation using the POLIPHEM technology. 
Electrically tunable DFB lasing in dye-doped POLIPHEM volume gratings in 
the second order Bragg diffraction regime under transverse optical pumping is 
experimentally obtained and presented [5].  
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